Lil Bits #1
Thank you so much for purchasing Lil Bits. I had so much fun creating them. For the
yes, no, maybe, elements and seasonal cards there are no keywords or meanings as
these are probably something you are quite used to working with. This oracle
should be used intuitively and I expect that each card will have a variety of
meanings depending on the querent, their question and you as the reader.
Eventually I will be making a companion to this deck as I already know of more
subjects, concepts and symbols that I would enjoy with it.
Some of the cards might strike you as odd but they are personal for me and so I will
be explaining a few of them here in that matter not as keywords but what the cards
mean to me.
Abundance - When I was a child as far back as I could remember my mother baked
and frosted sugar cookies for Christmas every year. As we got older we were
allowed to frost our own cookies and eventually as adults help her completely with
this process. Her friends, co workers and family all got used to her “famous” sugar
cookies and it was really a big part of the holiday season for us. When she passed I
tried to continue this but it was just not the same, so after three years I stopped and
decided it was best as a part of our history with my Mother. I see abundance in a
variety of ways visually but as a child, which is what I wanted to view these cards as,
as much as I could, this is what abundance meant. That special time of year and my
Mom’s sugar cookies all spread out on the table ready to be be put in special boxes.
Couple — My grandparents were married 72 years. He passed away 3 months shy of
73 years. They spent their whole lives together as a couple. When I think of a
successful marriage they always come to mind. This is why I decided this card
should feature an elderly couple walking hand and hand in the park.
Free — When I was a kid summer time meant catching lightening bugs in my
grandparents yard and we had just as much fun releasing them as catching them.
Hopefully you love the deck!

Steph

Lil Bits #1
Abundance
You have rolled dough, used cookie cutters til your hands cramped, baked and
frosted. Now reap your rewards. So many cookies you can share. Yum!
Cage
I know why the caged bird sings. I also see that the door is open fly birdy, fly!
Couple
Sometimes the simple act of holding hands in the park, going for a walk with the
same person your whole life isn’t that bad.
Cut Bait
Run. Don’t stop, don’t pass go. Run!
Fair
Everything is fair and balanced in this picture. Or is it?
Forest
You are in the forest and come upon this lil scene. Did you place these here for
some sort of gathering? Did you stumble upon this odd lil arrangements of stone
around a stump and wonder if forest creatures are responsible? Are you terrified
because you are lost in the woods and are apparently not alone?
Free
Sometimes freedom means creating your own reality/space in the universe.
Gratitude
Always say thankyou. Whether to that special someone who gave you a gift. Or the
universe who has your back.
Hide n Seek
Is something elusive for you? Or is it huge and taking up the skyline and you just
can’t see it. Are you playing hide n seek with someone or something?
Honey
Sometimes we have to get stung to get a bit of honey. Are you willing to take the
risk?

Imagine
If you can see it you can create it. You are a co creator with the universe. So start
imagining what you want in life.
Laboratory
Time for some alchemy. Get to work.
Love
Sometimes love means getting cold and wet in the snow to see the twinkle in your
child’s eyes and laughter in your ears.
Magic
Manifestation, visualization, pixie dust, ritual. Whatever gets your intentions going,
do that!
Mask
Something is not quite what it seems!
Protection
No-one is getting that bear from that other bear!
Tea Time
It’s tea time! Are you the mad hatter… yanno crazy either someone thinks you’re
crazy or you are or I know I know you are pretending to be crazy like a … fox.
<wink> Or perhaps you are the Tarot Reader giving out sage advice and wisdom.
Oh ya or the yeti, drinking tea.
Tied Up
Pretty sure you did this to your self. Put down the ___fill in the blank___ and move
on.
The King (Male significator card if desired)
He may be the King of Lolipop land but don’t underestimate a boy who controls all
that treads beneath his lil feet and the lollipops that sprout!
The Queen (Female significator card if desired)
Are you the tool, the abuser or the abused?

Tree
What is this tree telling you, time to get grounded or maybe reach back into your
ancestor line for some wisdom. Or maybe watch those roots that might be choking
the main tree.
Tweedle Dum
Two heads might be better than one. I guess that depends on the heads however…
Rest
It is time to slow down, hang up side down, yoga, meditate, something that relaxes
you. Or rushes the blood to your head, your choice.
Wicked Witch
Are you the narcissist, the flying monkey or the target?

